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We are living in tough times. Covid-19, riots, isolation, kids out of school, many people either 
out of work or furloughed, clearly not much to smile about these days. Yet, the Mishna teaches 
us that no matter what comes our way, we must receive everyone with a cheerful face. 
 
Why is this so significant? Must I always be in a good mood? 
 
Where does this stem from, and how powerful is a smile? 
 
Read on and discover the mystical power of a smile. 
 
I have added two articles to the essay. One is a real-life story about the far-reaching effect of a 
smile. The second, an article discussing a fascinating scientific experiment that was done in 
1975, that reveals just how critical it is for parents to smile. 
 
Enjoy! 
 

 To Smile is Divine  
 
As Yaakov is about to bless Yosef’s children, he contemplates the irony of the moment by 
exclaiming, “I dared not accept the thought that I would see your face, and here God has 
shown me even your offspring!” )בראשית מח יא( 
 

Why does Yaakov emphasize his good fortune in having been able to once again see the 
‘face’ of Yosef? Was Yaakov so enamored with Yosef’s handsome shaina punim that he 
longed to view it again? It was certainly his thrill in seeing ‘Yosef’ himself and his illustrious 
character and great spiritual accomplishments, not simply his face that brought Yaakov 
such joy. Why then does Yaakov focus his sentiment on the ‘face’ of Yosef? 
 
The Targum Yonoson translates the word פניך, your face, as סבר אפך, which literally 
translates as the ‘brightness of your face’. There was clearly more to Yosef’s face than the 
perfect features of this extraordinarily handsome man, and that is what Yaakov sought, but 
what exactly is the nature of this ‘brightness’ that Yaakov was longing so for? 
 
The final detail in the blessing that Yaakov bestowed upon Yehuda, the mighty son from 
whom eternal Jewish royalty and leadership would descend, Yaakov describes how Yehuda 
will be, )חכלילי עינים מיין ולבן שנים מחלב )שם מט יב, Red eyed from wine, and white toothed from 
milk.   
 
The simple reading of this verse would seemingly be intimating the conferring of robust 
health that is evident in Yehuda’s sparkling eyes and healthy teeth that is attributed to the 
special quality of the wine and milk that was produced in his land. 
 
Yet the Talmud after elaborating on this very understanding of the verse asks innocently, 

 ?regarding what is the plain meaning of the verse written ,פשטיה דקרא במאי כתיב
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It goes on to state in the name of Rav Dimi that this verse is actually an expression of an 
appeal of the congregation of Israel to G-d:  
 
 Master of the Universe!, Hint to me with Your eyes (that ,רבונו של עולם, רמוז בעיניך דבסים מחמרא
You are happy with me) which is sweeter to me than wine, ואחוי לי שיניך דבסים מחלבא, and 
show me Your teeth (smile upon me) which is sweeter to me than milk. ):כתובות קיא( 
 
Rashi elucidates that the word in the verse referring to G-d’s ‘red’ eyes, חכלילי, is actually a 
contraction of the words חוך, which means smile, and לי לי, expressing to me to me, in 
essence asking of G-d to smile upon us favorably. This we are told is the ‘plain’ meaning of 
the verse! 
 
Rav Yochonon goes on to apply this idea to man himself in man’s quest to emulate G-d.  
 
On the second half of the verse which plainly describes the whitened teeth from milk, he 
interprets it as referring to the imperative to display our white teeth through the agency of 
a smile, conveying positivity and joy towards all whom we encounter.  
 
 is more nourishing to a friend than ,מחלב ,the whitening of our teeth (i.e. a smile) ,לבן שנים
(serving him) milk! 
 

The eye represents our perception. Do we view the world as an opportunity to contribute 
and give or as one where we can take selfishly? Do we possess a עין טובה, a good and 
generous eye, or a עין רעה, a stingy and evil eye? 
 
Our teeth which are utilized for consumption, crushing and pulverizing all that which we 
ingest, is symbolic of indulgence and power. Animals threateningly bare their teeth 
towards their enemy in assertion of their ability to overpower and consume their 
adversary.  
 
A 19th century French neurologist, Guillaume Duchenne, identified two distinct types of 
smiles. A ‘Duchenne’ smile involves contraction of both the zygomatic major muscle (which 
raises the corners of the mouth) and the orbicularis oculi muscle (which raises the cheeks 
and forms crow’s feet around the eyes). A ‘non-Duchenne’ smile involves only the 
zygomatic major muscle. Duchenne discovered that only a smile that engages both muscles 
affecting not only the corners of our mouth but the eyes as well is evidence of true emotion 
and genuine joy. One simply can’t fake a Duchenne smile, it stems from authenticity. 
 
When our eyes narrow in a genuine smile allowing us to generously focus our emotions 
towards the focus of our vision, another individual, we express a העין טוב , a ‘good eye’, that 
provides warmth and encouragement. 
 

When the tips of our mouths move upward as a result of the contraction of the muscles, 
symbolizing a willingness to minimize of ourselves and engage devotedly to others, and 
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displaying the shiningly white teeth of friendship, not that of fear and threat, we have then 
succeeded in emulating the Creator Himself! 
 
The great Tanna, Shammai taught (פנים יפות )אבות א טו סברוהוי מקבל את כל האדם ב , that we 
must receive everyone with a cheerful face.  
 

Yaakov desired to see that cheerful countenance of Yosef. He knew all that Yosef endured 
and wondered whether the lingering resentment of all that travail would taint his beautiful 
and selfless smile. Yaakov basks in the joy of seeing  אפך''סבר , the genuine brightness that 
never waned in all its glorious radiance. 
 
Yehuda’s greatest strength would be evident in his ability to display the literal צלם אלקים, 

the Divine Image of G-d Himself in a true and gallant smile that would uplift, inspire and 
bring joy to all those whom would be illuminated by his sincere and selfless devotion, the 
sign of genuine nobility. Indeed the signature smile of greatness. 
 
May we emulate this magnificent attribute of the Almighty in bringing authentic concern 
and happiness to others with our smiles, in that merit G-d will turn His הארת פנים, the light 
of His countenance upon us!  
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What does the ‘still face’ 
experiment teach us about 
connection? 
by Mary Gregory  
 
Humans are born ready for connection. The way we are parented has long term and 
ongoing effects on our functioning. The effects of our early life can trigger a cascade of 
changes genetically, cognitively, socially, and physically which can have either positive or 
negative lifelong consequences. The ‘still face’ experiment is a powerful study which shows 
our need for connection from very early in life. This experiment was developed by Dr Ed 
Tronick in the 1970’s. The still face experiment gives an insight into how a parent’s 
reactions can affect the emotional development of a baby. Early in our lives we were 
learning about other people’s reactions and how our behaviour can affect others. This 
experiment gives us insight into what it is like when connection does not occur. 
 
Baby’s reaction to the still face experiment. 
 
This experiment involves a baby and parent (in this case the mother) sitting facing each 
other. The mother starts by playing with her baby, smiling at them, and talking to them. 
The mother then turns away. The next step is that the mother shows a still face or a lack of 
responsiveness to her baby for 2 mins. After the still face portion of the experiment there is 
a repair when the mother returns to normal and returns to playing with and talking to her 
baby. The interesting part of this experiment is not the actions of the mother but rather the 
reaction of her baby. You start by seeing a smiling happy baby who is engaging with her 
mother. The baby is making movements and sounds to communicate with her mother and 
responding to her mother’s interactions with her. 
 
Once the still face portion of the experiment begins the baby at first looks confused. She 
attempts to use all of her abilities to initiate a response from her mother. Babies are limited 
in the types of sounds and movements they can do, and you see the baby in this video using 
a range of ways to try to get her mother’s attention. She looks around the room, she tries 
smiling, then pointing. As her attempts to connect continue to be ignored by her mother 
you see her start to show distress and frustration. She begins crying and then screeching. 
Babies in this experiment often loose postural control. Their central nervous system 
become so overwhelmed that they physically collapse. This baby also bites her own hand 
which may be an attempt at self-comfort. This baby dissolves emotionally and it can be 
uncomfortable to watch her distress. Towards the end of the experiment the baby becomes 
withdrawn and hopeless no longer attempting to get her mother’s attention. 
 
After the still face portion of the experiment when the mother returns to interacting with 
the baby. You can see the joyfulness of the reunion and the relief is clear. The baby is 

https://psychhelp.com.au/author/marygregogmail-com/
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quickly able to regulate its emotions once the mother is present again and play resumes 
easily. The still face is an example of the common everyday occurrences which all parents 
experience where they need to finish cooking dinner or attend to another child. Having a 
non-responsive parent is not a problem if it occurs in short doses, however if it occurs over 
longer periods it can have a detrimental impact on the baby’s development. 
 
Dads you are just as important 
 
This video demonstrates that babies react just as strongly to their fathers ‘still face’. Babies 
demonstrate the same behaviours seeking connection to their father as they do with their 
mothers. Fathers are often left out in this type of research and it is important that fathers 
understand how important they are in their child’s life. 
 
So, what does the ‘still face’ experiment show? 
 
The ‘still face’ demonstrates how vulnerable we all are to the emotional or non-emotional 
reactions of the people they are close to. It demonstrates how babies who are just learning 
about their relational world try to achieve connection. Babies were once thought to be 
unable to understand emotions. However, in this experiment they have a clear reaction to a 
lack of emotional connection from their mothers and fathers. Even very young babies have 
demonstrated that they can respond to emotions of the adults who care for them. Not only 
are babies able to passively respond to adult interactions but babies are also actively 
engaging and shaping social interaction with the adults in their lives. 
 
In this scenario, a pattern has been discerned with regard to a number of common stages 
and reactions. These occur in humans of all ages who are seeking emotional connection. 
The first stage is the reach which is generally a physical movement of arms out. The second 
stage the protest is an attempt to engage the other person with emotion to obtain a 
reaction. The third stage is the turn away when the baby is so overwhelmed trying to get a 
reaction, they will look around the room or turn away from the parent. The fourth stage 
involves a final effort to get a connection and usually involves visible distress. This occurs 
because the baby is so dysregulated and desperate for connection, they use the only means 
they have of communicating which usually involves crying. The final stage involves the 
baby ceasing to attempt to get an emotional reaction from the parent. In a healthy 
relationship there is a reconnection as shown in the videos and this leads to the ability to 
repair the hurt that has occurred in the relationship. 
 
What if the ‘still face’ occurs over a long period? 
 
There are many reasons a parent may struggle to be emotionally present with their 
children. Some parents have head injuries or illnesses which make it difficult to show 
appropriate emotional reactions. For parents in situations where there is domestic violence 
it can be difficult to show emotions. Drug and alcohol use can also impact emotional 
availability and both intoxication and the resulting hangover can blunt emotional 
expression. Parents experiencing severe depression or other mental illness may also 
struggle to engage with their child. Phones have also become a major part of our lives and it 
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is not uncommon to see parents disconnecting from their children while using their phone. 
If you had a parent who was not responsive you may struggle yourself and repeat this 
behaviour with your own children. What is life like for babies whom experience the two 
minutes of still face for long periods of time? Research has shown that children who have 
parents who are not responsive to their needs have more trouble trusting others, relating 
to others, and regulating their emotions. 
 
Questions to ask yourself: 

• Do you struggle at times to show your emotions? 

• Do you feel shut down? 

• Do you have people in your life who tell you they want to see more of an emotional reaction 

from you? 

• Were there emotions that were unacceptable to show in your household when you were a 

child? 

• Do you find it challenging to understand your child’s needs? 

• Are you so exhausted or overwhelmed with life that you find it difficult to smile or talk to 

others? 
 

 


